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PCWER ELEX:TROOICS
Course Name

ELR 236-5
Course Number

PHIWSOPHY/OOALS :

1. To provide a sound understanding of electronically controlled AC and DC rrctor
drive systems.

2. To provide hands-on experience in the operation adjust:Irent and troubleshooting
of typical canrercial AC and DCdrive systems.

MEn'lDD OF ASSESSMENl':

Theory 70% Laboratory 30%

A - 80
B - 66
C - 55

100%
79%
65%

Student must achieve a satisfactory grade in both theory and laboratory. Final
grade between 50 and 54% may have a final 3 hour examination at the discretion of
the instructor. If successful, student will be assigned 55%.

Power Electronics - Solid-State r-Dtor Control, by R.A. Pearnan

COORSE OB.:JECl'IVES

LECIURE LAB TOPIC

6 0 Power Electronic Devices

'furn on, turn off processes of an SCR including turn
on and turn off curv:es: di/dt and dv /dt turn-on
rrethods
Use, characteristics and application of phase
control SCRs, inverter (fast switching SCRs)
asymretrical thyristors, reverse conducting
thyristors, gate turn-off thyristors, Bipolar power
transistors, and power M)SFEI'S

10 o Phase Controlled Converters

One-quadrant: single-phase two-pulse half-
controlled bridge; three-phase half-controlled
bridge, three-phase three-pulse midpoint converter
with freewheel diode.
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'I\vo quadrant: single-phase, two-pllse midpoint
converter, single-phase, two-pulse bridge converter;
three-phase, three-pllse midpoint converter; three-
phase, six-pulse midpoint converter; three-phase,
six pulse bridge converter;
Four quadrant: circulating current and circulating
current free dual converters.

o Static Frequency Conversion

Advantages of variable frequency AC drives
Requiranents of a variable frequency drive
Principle of a single-phase inverter
Vol tage control external to am wi thin an inverter
(mvl)

Forced camutation techniques
Three-phase inverters, gating and control techniques
vol tage and current waveforms
Harrronics, causes, effects and neutralization
Cycloconverters, envelope and phase controlled
Current sourced inverters

o Choppers

Chopper principles
Pulse width m::Xlulation, pulse rate m::Xlulation and
combined pulse width and pulse rate m::Xlulation
Forced COImD.ltation requiranents
Choppers: step-down; step-up; rnultiphase;
bidirectional; and four-quadrant
Classes of commutation
Assessment criteria
Voltage camutation using: parallel capacitor;
parallel capacitor-inductor; Morgan circuit;
improved Morgan circuit; and Jones circuit
Current camutated choppers
IDad camutated choppers
Chopper application

o Firing Circuits

Causes and rcethods of reducing electrical noise
Firing circuit criteria
Pulse forming
Double pulsing, long pulses, pulse isolation, pllse
transforrcers, optocouplers
Pulse generators
Pulse distribution
Pulse amplification
Phase-shift control
Ramp and pedestal control
Cosine crossing control
Phase locked loop control
Microprocessor control
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21 DC fwt:>torControl

Review of the rotor characteristics
Constant torque, constant kW operation
Closed-loop control of DC drives
Braking
Typical single and three-phase, phase controlled
converter drives eg: Sil pac, Brown-Boveri and
Allen-Bradley
Typical phase locked loop drive eg: Seco
DC Brushless motors
Universal rotor control

21 AC fwt:>torControl

Review of p:>lyphase induction rotor characteristics
and variable frequency control requirements
Typical single-and three phase variable frequency

Vbund rotor induction motor slip poYA:r recovery
speed control
&1dy-current clutch variable speed drives
Variable stator voltage speed control
Variable speed control of synchronous rotors

Miscellaneous Applications

Static excitation systems
HVDCsystems
UPS systems
Furnace control
Electrochemical applications
Static VARcanpensation

Protection and Cooling

Overvol tage, overcurrent causes and protection
Cooling requirements and methods



PaiER ELEX:'lROOICDEVICES

BI£XX 1 - SPOCIFIC~

1. To recall and explain the turn-on and turn-off process of an SCR, and be able
to draw the dynamic turn-on and turn-off curves and identify and define delay
time t t , rise time t , reverse recovery time t , gate recovery time t ,
the critical rate of reapplied forward vol tage, and reverse recovery voltage.

2. To recall and explain the effects of di/dt and how it can be minimized by
external reactance, by changes in the cathode geom:try and gate pulse
waveform.

3. To recall and explain the effects of dv/dt and how it can be minimized.

4. To recall and explain with the aid of sketches the requirements and meth::>ds of
gate circuit protection.

5. To recall and explain with the aid of sketches the application of thyristors in
series for high voltage operation, and the rn:xiifications necessary to obtain
satisfactory steady-state and transient oPeration, and the requirements and
methods of obtaining simultaneous gating of the series thyristors.

6. To recall and explain with the aid of sketches the application of thyristors in
Parallel for high current operation, the methods of ensuring current sharing
and the requirements and methods of obtaining simultaneous gating of the
Paralleled thyristors.

7. To recall and explain with the aid of sketches the requirerrents and methods of
protecting thyristors against over voltage and over current, the significance
of the I t rating of semiconductor fuses and the thyristor.

8. To recall and explain the use of fast recovery diodes in high frequency and
switching applications.

To r~all and eXPlain the characteristics and principles of inverter
thyrlstors, asynrnetrical thyristors, reverse conducting thyristors, gate turn-
off thyristors, bi[X)lar [X)~r transistors, and [X)WerMOSFETs.

9.
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BILCK 3 - CCNI'INUED

12. To be able to explain the basic operation of cycloconverters in the circulatin
current and circulating current free roodes of operation.

13. To be able to explain with the aid of waveforms, the waveforms and application
of envelope cycloconverters.

14. To be able to explain with schematics and a block diagram the cosine crossing
rrethod of firing control of a phase controlled cycloconverter.

15. To be able to recall the advantages and disadvantages of a cycloconverter as
canpared to a dc link converter f<?r variable frequency rotor control.

16. To be able to recall and explain with sketches and waveforms the operation of
current sourced inverter.

--
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1. To recall and explain with the aid of sketches and waveforms the following
types of ~drant phase controlled converters:
a) single-phase, ~pulse midpoint converter
b) single-phase, ~pulse bridge converter
c) three-phase, three-pulse midpoint converter
d) three-phase, six-pulse midpoint converter
e) three-phase, six-pulse bridge converter

with particular emphasis on:
i) the effects of varying the firing delay angle upon the mean output OC

vol tage and the inp.1t {X)Werfactor to the converter
H) explaining the operation of the converter with an active load, as a

rectif ier and synchronous inverter with continuous and discontinuous
loading.

Hi) the relative merits of each type of converter
iv) the effects of source reactance upon the converter perforrrance, arrl I=e

able to explain conmutation overlap and its effects
v) the effects of resistive and inductive loads upon the converter perfor-

mance
vi) the effects of increasing the pulse mm'ber

2. To recall and explain with the aid of sketches and waveforms the following
types of one-quadrant phase-controlled converters.
a) single-phase, two-pulse half-controlled bridge converter
b) three-phase, three-pulse half-controlled bridge converter
c) three-phase, three-pulse midpoint converter with a freewheel diode

3. To I=e able to recall the application of a dual converter in four-quadrant
operation and explain with the aid of sketches operation in the circulating
current and circulating current free Irodes of operation.

- ---
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BrOCK 3 - STATIC ~ CClWERSICN

1. 'lb recall that the advantages of a variable frequency N::.drive system are:
a) roost sc:rz.s may be operated up to 200 Hz
b) speed control ranges of 20: 1 are obtainable
c) the SCIM has a high dynamic response
d) a wide range of standard rootors are available
e) open-loop speed control may be used
f) synchronized multi-rootor easily obtained
g) four-quadrant operation easily obtained

2. 'lb recall that an induction rootor slip is proportional to frequency and that to
obtain a constant torque outplt, a constant V/Hz ratio ItUst be naintained to
prevent overheating and core saturation, and be able to explain the operation
under variable frequency conditions in terns of torque-slip and torque-~peedcurves.

3. 'lb recall the advantages of static frequency conversion versus a variable
frequency rrctor al ternato~ drive.

4. 'lb recall and be able to explain the principle of q;>eration of a single-phase
inverter and the production of an alternating emf with the aid of waveforIlE,
and the function of the feedback diodes and ccmnutation requirements.

5. 'lb be able to explain with sketches and wavefoDrlS the control of the inverter
output voltage by means of .

a) inplt DCvoltage control
b) voltage control within the inverter by

i) pulse width control
ii) pulse width rrcdulation

and the advantages and disadvantages of each method.

6. 'lb be able to explain the principles of forced ccmnutation using ~ay and
r-t:Murray-Bedford impulse camutation techniques.

7. 'lb be able to recall and explain with the aid of schematics and wavefonns the
operation of a six-step, three-phase inverter, and discuss the advantages,
disadvantages and gating requirements for three and two thyristors in
conduction at the same time.

8. 'lb be able to explain with the aid of schenatics and waveforms the technique of
haDronic neutralization.

9. 'lb recall that a cycloconverter is an ac-ac frequency changer and is rrcst
effective when operated in the frequency range of 0 to 1/3 of source frequency,
and that the major advaptages of a cycloconverter are an improved efficiency by
the elemination of the dc link converter, voltage control is achieved within
the converter, and it is line ccmnutated.

10. 'lb be able to explain with the aid of a schematic and wavefoDrlSthe principle
of operation of a single-phase phase controlled converter and the methods of
frequency and voltage control.

11. 'lb be able to recall the basic circuit configurations of a three-pllse, six-
pllse cycloconverter.



BUD 4 - DC-DCcama, (Cl)PPERS)

1. 'Ib recall the basic principles of a chopper and the three basic control
techniques, namely, pulse width modulation, pulse rate modulation, and combined
pulse width and rate modulation.

2. 'Ib recall the four requirements for successful forced carmutation.

3. 'Ib be able to explain with the aid of sketches and waveforms
the following types of choppers (1) basic step-down ch~per,
step-up chopper, (3) multi-phase choppers, (4) bidirectional
four-quadrant choppers.

the operation of
(2) the basic
choppers, and (5 )

4. 'Ib recall the two classes of carmutation, namely, load and forced (voltage and
current) .

5. 'Ib recall the criteria by which a chopper circuit is assessed.

6. 'Ib be able to explain with the aid of sketches and waveforms the following
methods of voltage COImUtation including their features; ( l) parallel
capacitor; (2) parallel capacitor-irxiuctor; (3) the M:>rgan circuit; (4) the
improved M:>rgan circuit; and; (5) the Jones circuit.

7. 'Ib be able to explain with the aid of sketches and waveforms a current
carmutated chopper.

8. 'Ib be able to explain with the aid of sketches and waveforms the operation of a
load camutated chopper.

- -- - --



BUX::K 5 - FIRING CIRaJITS

1. To recall the causes and rrethods of reducing electrical noise.

2. To recall the criteria which should be net by firing circuits.

3. To recall that the shape, amplitude and duration of a firing pulse is
detennined by the gating requirements of the thyristor and the connected load.

4. To recall the need for double pulsing and long pulses, pulse isolation, pulse
transforrrers, optocouplers and their application to firing circuits.

5. To recall and explain the najor comp:>nents of the block diagram of a firing
circuit.

6. To be able to explain with the aid of sketches and waveforms the following
pulse train generators nade fran (1) inverters; (2) Schmitt triggers; (3)
rronostable multivibrators; (4) rronolithic IC timers; and pulse burst generators
nade from (1) rronostable multivibrators; (2) Schmitt triggers and gates; and
(3) rronolithic IC timers.

7. To be able to explain with the aid of sketches and waveforms the following
rrethods of p.llse distribution: (1) fran free running pulse generators (2)
pulse train distribution, and (3) p.llse burst distribution.

8. To be able to explain with the aid of sketches and wavefonns: (10 the basic BIT
pulse amplifier; (2) pulse amplifiers for firing thyristors (3) pulse amplifier
loading (4) the equivalent circuit; and (5) losses in p.llse amplifiers.
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BUX:K 6 - IX: M:m:B<:x:NmOLAPPLICATIONS

1. 'lb recall that the performance and operation of DCrotors is deteDt1i.ned by the
following relationships:

2. 'lb recall that a separately excited DCrotor with variable armature voltage
control and constant field excitation operates in the constant torque rode up
to base speed, an with constant arrrature .voltage and reduced field excitation
the rotor operates in the constant kWItDde above base speed

3. 'lb recall and be able to explain with the aid of a block diagram the principle
of a closed-loq;> constant torque thyristor phase controlled cooverter fed DC
drive system with particular emphasis on the functions of the ramp, current
limit, speed sensing and thyristor firing circuits.

4. 'lb be able to explain with the aid of scheI1atics the canplete operation of
typical single-phase and three-phase thyristor phase controlled converters, eg:
the SILPAC, Allen-Bradley and Brown-Boveri drives.

5. 'lb be able to explain wi.th the aid of schematics the canplete operatirn of the
SOCOphase-locked loop DCdrive.

6. 'lb be able to explain with the aid of scheITatics the principles of operation
of the following chcpper drives:

1. Jones reversible cOOpper drive
2. A bidirectional drive
3. A four-quadrant drive

7. 'lb be able to explain with the aid of a block diagram the operation of a dual
converter operating in all quadrants, and be able to explain the firing control
logic which peDt1i.ts circulating current free operation.

8. 'lb be able to recall and explain the operatirn of DC brushless rotor driven
systems, such as Hall effect and pootoelectronic rotors.

9. 'lb be able to recall and explain with the aid of schematics half and full wave
universal rotor electronic control without and with feedback.

--
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1. To be able to recall and explain the basic principles and requirements of
variable frequency s~ control of three-phase N:. rotors.

2. To be able to recall and explain with the aid of schematics and waveforms
inverter outp.1t voltage control using pulse width m:xlulation.

3. To be able to recall and explain with the aid of schematics and waveforms the
operation of typical industrial single and three-phase supplied variable
frequency inverters.

4. To be able to explain with the aid of a block diagram the principle of w:>und
rotor induction rotor slip power recovery sp;ed control.

5. To be able to explain with the aid of a block diagram the principle of
operation and control of an eddy current clutch drive variable s~ control
applied to a squirrel-cage induction rotor.

6. To be able to explain with the aid of a schematic reduced voltage methods of
controlling the s~ of p:>lyphase induction rotors. ·

7. To be able to explain with the aid of sketches the awlicaticn of variable
frequency inverters in starting and controlling the speed of synchronous
rot-::>rs.



BlOCK 8 - MISCELLANBJJS APPLICATICN)

1. To be able to explain with the aid of schematics static excitation systems used
in rotor energization and voltage control of large alternators.

2. To be able to explain with the aid of schematics the operating principles of
high voltage DC transmissioo systems.

3. To be able to explain with the aid of block diagram; the principles of change-
over an::l continuous float uninterruptable power sUWlies.

4. To be able to explain with the aid of schematics the principles of resistance
furnace, arc furnace control (DC an::l AC) and induction furnace oontrol using
thyristors.

5. To be able to recall and explain the principles of the following
electrochemical applications of power electronics (l) battery charging (2)
electrol ytic plating and tinning (3) electrophoretic painting, and (5) Iretal
production and refining.

6. To be able to explain with the aid of schematics static VAR<::x:I'Ip!I1sation.
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1. To be able to explain with the aid of schematics and waveforms the causes of
overvoltages am methods of protecting thyristor circuits against the effects
of overvol tage.

2. To be able to explain the causes and protection methcxis against overcurrent in
thyristor circuits.

3. To be able to explain the requirement for thyristor cooling and discuss air,
liquid and heat pipe methods of cooling.

4 To be able with the use of data sheets carry out heat sink calculations for
stud IIDUnted and disc type solid-state devices.


